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Student Activities and Services Initiative (SASI)

COSAF Meeting: December 4, 2020

Cross-Cultural Center

The Cross Cultural Center offers important services that promote and foster diversity in an educational manner. Great that they are offering virtual services and hopefully they can keep some virtual things post-COVID-19 to increase use of their services.

I loved how they displayed their weekly schedule. Even in a virtual environment, they still managed to have plenty of informative events going on. It's great to see that the money is being used as COSAF intended it to. Also, that the Cross Cultural Center was able to boost their online engagement by thousands.

I appreciate the commitment to recruit and retain students from diverse backgrounds. Students from low-income households and underrepresented ethnic groups face challenges that are not experienced by the majority of their peers. It's great to hear about some of the supports they are offered through the CCC as well as the recruitment efforts from high school students. I think it'd be great to provide departmental administrators with an "audit" of their student demographics and provide them with ways CCC can assist them in recruiting/retaining students from diverse populations.

I thought this group had good answers to fielded questions.

I really appreciate the way they were creative in their programming and their ability to transform themselves to better serve our UC Davis community.

I appreciate how the Cross Cultural Center is engaging with students virtually and maintain informative resources and representation from traditionally marginalized groups of students. I believe it is hard work and I appreciate them for taking time to provide this resource for the UC Davis community.

I'm glad the Cross Cultural Center is still operating to the best of their abilities. The presentation was clear and easy to follow, and I have no additional comments pertaining to the Cross Cultural Center and the use of the SASI fee.

I love that the CCC has been able to drive engagement in other ways since all programming is currently virtual. The social media engagement is impressive and I am excited about the podcast idea. Can't wait to see what other creative ideas are implemented to keep students engaged.

Also very good transition to virtual. Really like the podcast idea!

Easy going presentation/easy to understand

Wonderful program.